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Classification of Observations Using Distances 
in Oblique Axes System 

SUMMARY 
An IIltemative method of classification based on squares of distances 

between points colTesponding to observation vectors using oblique 
co-ordinate system has been discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of classification in multivariate situation is to devise a rule 
satisfying certain optimum conditions to place a given observation vector in 
one of two or more populations from each of wbich a sample of observation 
vectors is available. Given two p·variate populations each with variables 
(xl' "-2, ... , "J,), Fisber [1} proposed I: Ii Xi as a Discriminant function when 

l/s are so obtained as to maximise 

(I: li xlII: Ii It Sit 

wbere Sjk is the pooled co-variance of the i-th and k-th variables obtained from 

the samples of the two populations, Sii being the pooled variance of the i·th 

variable (j = 1, 2, .•., p). 

No pbysical meaning can in general be associated with the linear function 
L = I: ljxj or its square used in Fisher's method. Hence, when L21 var (L) is 

maximised to obtain I 's, it is not clear what exactly is being maximised and 
why such maximisation need lead to any optimal discriminator. The function, 
however. has the advantage that it is mathematically tractable for its use to 
.evolve tests provided the assumptions of p-variate normality with equal 
dispersion matrices of the populations hold as Rao has shown in a series of 
papers (Rao [2J. [3J, [4]). These assumptions restrict very much applicability 
of the function in real life problems. As such it is desirable to evolve procedures 
baving wider scope of applicability even sacrificing on idealisation. 
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There is also a method known as Bayes procedure wbicb gives a rule 
for placing a given observation vector into one of two populations sucb that 
the cost of misclassification is minimum. This method bas, bowever, the 
difficulty ofdetermining the cost of misclassification wbicb involves subjectivity 
and depends on the purpose of investigation and the participating variables. 

In the present paper we use an alternative method of classification based 
on squares of distances between points corresponding to observation vectors 
using oblique co-ordinate system. As such it bas a direct appeal as a 
discriminator for classification. The method actually uses quadratic forms which 
are the squares of distances between points in oblique system. Actually, sucb 
quadratic forms are natural extension of what may be called distance square, 
that is, (x - mi in univariate case. Fisher's discriminant function is really not 
linear as a function of observations. It is also a quadratic form in Xi'S as 

1: 'i Xi becomes actually so when the values of Ii'S as functions of Xi'S are 

obtained as indicated earlier and substituted in 1: Xi''i 
2. Method 

Let (Xll ' X12' •••xIP) and (~I' ~2' •••~p) denote two p-variate observation 

vectors and = Xli - 'S.i (i = 1,2, ... p). Treating these two observationdi 

vectors as the co-ordinates of two points in a p-dimensional space with oblique 
axes where Wik is the angle between the i-th and k-th axes 

(i = Ie. = 1,2, ... p), the square of the distance between the two points is given 
1

by 0 = ~ <Ii + 2 I:I:d, ~ cos (Wit)· 
I 

As the position of a point corresponding to an observation vector depends 
on the scale of measurements and the weights to be associated with the 
individual variables for some purpose we can associate with the variables 
relative weight values, say, I{s to bave a generalised presentation of the 

co-ordinates of points. Thus, linking. in general, of an observation vector to 
a point in geometrical spaces is more appropriately provided by 
(II xl' 12~' ..., lp Xp) so that when an observation vector remains the same its 

poSition in space may differ depending on the I-values associated with them. 
Accordingly, in general, 

0 2 = I:lf df +2 I:I:lj lk dj dk cos (wjk) 

The weight factors also called compounding values by Rao can be chosen 
suitably or these can also be obtained so as to satisfy certain optimising 
conditions as will be done here . 

.~..~--..~-..---------.~-.~~...-.~----
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Though the angles, wjk have wide choices we propose to link them with 

the data under investigation by taking cos (wjk):: rjk' the correlation coefficient 

between the i-th and k-th variables. 

While dealing with correlated variables this way of linking the angles to 
data is more appropriate. For example, if for some i and k, rjk = 1, the 

corresponding wjk = O. This means one dimension gets reduced as it should 

be. This type of dimension reduction is not possible when working with other 
axes system. Using such link.iog, 

D2 = I.lf df + 2 I.I.lj llc d j ~ rjk 

2.1 Mean Distance Squares from a Sample of Observation Vectors 

Let (Xii' xi2' ••• xip) denote the i-th of n observation vectors from a sample 

of p-variate observations and (x.l' x.2' ••• , x.p) denote the vector of means of the 

variates. Let further djk :::: xjk - x.k.' (i = 1,2, ...n; k = 1,2, ... p). 

Let D~ denote the square of the !listance between the points corresponding 

to the i-th and k-th observation vectors in the sample (i = k = 1,2•.••n). It 
can be shown easily that the average of all such distance squares corresponding 
to all such possible pairs of the n obse.rvation vectors comes out as 

D~ :: I.~ Sf + 2 I.I. Ii llc Sjk rjk 

where S~ is the mean squares of the i-th variate and Sjk is the mean S.P. of 

the i-th and k-th variates (i :::: k = 1,2, ...p). 

This is also equal to the average of the n-l independent distance squares 
between the points of each observation vector and the mean vector point Here, 
rjk is obtained from SuI(Sj Sic)' 

2.2 Between Samples Distance Squares for Two Samples 

Let (XiI' ~2' ... Xjp)' (i = 1,2, ...• 0 1) and (Yu' Yk2' .,. ykp)' 

(k. = I, 2, ..., ~) be the observation vectors from two samples of sizes 0 1 and 

~ from two p-variate populations. Let further (x.l' x.2' •••, x.p) and 

(Y.!' Y.2, ---, Y.p) be the mean vectors for the two samples and 

Pi = x.j - Y';' (i = 1,2, ...p). 

The square of distance between the points correspooding to the two mean 
vectors is 
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The within sample pooled mean distance squares is 

D;' = I~ R[ + 2 Il:lj lie .Rnc lilt 

where R: is the pooled M.S. of the i-th variate over the two samples and Rjk 

is the pooled S.P. of the i-th and k-tb variates from the two samples and rit. 

is the correlation coefficient obtained from the pooled M.S. and pooled mean 
S.P. of the i-th and k-th variates. That is. 

fjk = RulRj Rt 

2.3 Estimation of Weight Factors 

Using D; and n! we propose to use the function 

L =Df/D;' 

to obtain a discriminator when the weight factors Ii'S in it are so obtained as 

to make the ratio L maximum. Estimates of weight factors are functions of 
variances and co-variances of the individual variates. 

Differentiating 10g(L) partially with respect to li'S and eqUating the 

differential to zero we get 

IlL =NB ="0, a constant (3.1) 

where A = Ij P[ +l1t lie Pi Pk ra. and B = Ii R[ + It lie Rjk ra. 

The equation at (3.1) can be written as 

Ij (Pf - "0 Rr)+ I 't (Pi Pk - "0 Ra.) rjk = 0 (3.2) 

(i = 1,2, ... p) 

or PI = "oRI (1' = 'I ~ ... Ip) 

As these are p homogeneous equations we can get non-trivial solutions 
of Ij's by taking ko as a solution of the following detenninantal equations in 

ko: 
IP - "0 R 

" 

I = 0 where the matrices P and R are as below: (3.3) 

.......... - ....... ---------------------~--
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P = [~:...........:..~.~.~~~. ~~: .~~.~~ ~I,~ 1 

...................................................... 


2 
PI Pp rIp P2 Pp r2p ... Pp 

and 

R =[:b;~:::::~~L~~i~,:~1 

Equation (3.2) can now be written as 

(P - leo R) I = 0 where vector r = (l1./2"'" Ip) (3.4) 

Equations (3.4) can also be written as 

( PR- I - leo I) I = 0 (3.5) 

or (PR- I -1eoI)1 = 0 (3.6) 

From (3.5) it is seen that the solutions for ko are the eigen values of 

PR- I, As ko = lIL the divergence between D; and D! is maximwn for the 

minimum eigen value of PR- I. This minimwn eigen value is to be used for 
ko in (3.6). To get unique solutions for l(s the resbiction ~ = 1 is taken. 

2.4 Classification 

To place an observation vector (ZI'~"" zp) into one of the two 
populations the following are obtained 

r.. f, q~ + 2 r..". ,. 'k q. qk r".L = I I un l""k I un m ... 
m D2 

w 

where m = 1.2. qil = Zj - x.I and qi2 = Zj - Y.I 

and l{s are the solutions of (3.6) (i = 1,2, ... p) 

If Ll < L2 then the conclusion is that the observation vector under test 
belongs to the population with mean vector (x.l' x.2' ••• x,~, otherwise it belongs 
to the other population. In other words the observation vector belongs to that 
population whose mean vector is nearer to the observation vector in distance. 

The functions L1, L..t and Ii'S are evidently free from units of measurement 
of the variate values. 
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3. Classification into One of Several Populations 

This technique gets immediately generalised to the case of, say, N 
populations. In this case D~ is the pooled average distance squares within the 

samples based on pooled M.S., R~ of the i-th variate and R.1k, pooled mean 

S.P. of the i-th and k-th variates. D~ is similarly the average distance squares 

of all possible pairs of the mean vector points of the N samples. Actually, 

D~ = r.t~ PI' + 2 :Er.tj Ik Pjk rjk 

where ~ is the mean squares of the sample means of the i-th variate and P ik 

is the mean S.P. of the means of the i-th and k-th variates. 

Taking L = D~ID~ and maximising it with respect to Ii'S we get as earlier 

the solutions for Ii'S. 

Next, the distance square of a point of a given observation vector 
(Zl' Z2' ••• , zp) from that of each of the points of the N mean vectors is obtained. 

The observation vector belongs to that population whose mean vector point 
has the least distance from the observation vector point 

4. Discussion 

Fisher also maximised L = D~D~ to get Ii'S except that in both 

denominator and numerator of Leach rik has been taken as unity as he used 

rectangular axes system. As such concept of distance among the points does 
not hold appropriately in that method. 
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